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INTELLIGENCE is beautiful, and the smart, sophisticated design of
the ultimate urban crossover proves it. Nissan QASHQAI combines
stunning looks with efficient aerodynamics to help you enjoy
enlightened city driving AT ITS BEST.

Features vary by grade
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THINK IN SYNC

MOVE INTO A NEW ERA
Nissan Intelligent Mobility is redefining the way we power, drive and integrate
our cars into our lives. For the QASHQAI, it’s about a suite of intelligent
technologies that make you cooler and more confident behind the wheel.
From Intelligent Park Assist to Intelligent Emergency Braking with Pedestrian
recognition, Nissan QASHQAI is looking out for you and those around you.
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UPSCALE DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL.
Sleek LED
headlamps

Alloy wheels

Rear lights with a
strong signature
and 3D effect

Latest Nissan
family identity with
“V-motion grille”

SLEEKER LOOKS SMARTER DESIGN.
“Shark fin”
antenna with
navigation

Premium finishing
touches on range
topping SVE grade
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It’s never looked better, or felt better. Featuring a stunning range of styling updates
including a sleek headlamp design, alloy wheels and a robust front grille and hood
design, the QASHQAI is more sophisticated and dynamic than ever.
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FINE-TUNED TO
PERFECTION
Take control with confidence behind the sporty,
premium steering wheel while QASHQAI’s
panoramic glass roof lets the light pour in.
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DELUXE QUALITY AND COMFORT.
Sporty, premium
D-shaped steering
wheel

Panoramic
glass roof

Premium Nappa
leather seats
with 3D quilting
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4-way Power
lumbar support for
increased comfort

NISSAN ADVANCED DRIVE-ASSIST DISPLAY

MORE ACTION LESS DISTRACTION
QASHQAI’s Advanced Drive-Assist Display puts all your info right in front of you just toggle between the screens using the steering wheel controls. Easy.

CALLER ID

SAFETY SHIELD

AUDIO

COLOR SELECTION

TURN-BY-TURN
NAVIGATION

STEERING MODE

TYRE PRESSURE
MONITORING SYSTEM

PARKING DISPLAY
SENSORS
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NEW NISSANCONNECT
The all new Infotainment system on Qashqai comes with exciting new features like 3D
Maps, Smartphone Integration, Voice Commands & multi touch 7" screen which you can
customize as per your convenience. New NissanConnect also brings the familiar experience
of your smartphone via Apple CarPlay® and Android Auto®.

3D MAPS. Navigate your way
around the world with 3D maps.

CUSTOMIZE HOME MENU. Display
your most frequently used
features like audio, call history
and traffic information.

VOICE RECOGNITION. Press the
talk button on steering wheel to
safely use voice commands for
Navigation, Music & Phone.

SINGLE LINE SEARCH. Fast &
Convenient search for destination
or Point of Interests.
YOUR MUSIC. YOUR WAY Access your
music using Bluetooth, USB or connect
with Apple CarPlay or Android Auto.

*NissanConnect is available in all Qashqai models except XE
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*availability will depend on
model selected
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INTELLIGENT INTEGRATION
TO MAKE YOUR CAR A MORE
PRODUCTIVE SPACE.
Plan your trip ahead based on Real Time Traffic, Send destination to car or locate your
parked vehicle using the Door to Door Navigation App. Your Navigation system can be
updated Over the Air delivered via your Smartphone or by connecting to external WiFi
Hotspot. TomTom Premium Traffic and Map Updates are free for 5 Years.

PUSH DESTINATION TO CAR VIA A COMPUTER OR
THE MOBILE APP. Send Destination to Car using
any interface and plan your trip before leaving.

DOOR-TO-DOOR NAVIGATION APP
Download the Door-to-Door Navigation App
on your Smartphone and access all your
maps on your next generation
NissanConnect multi-touch display screen.

PREMIUM TRAFFIC DATA. Get Accurate time to
destination (ETA) information before you leave
based on Real Time Traffic and decide the best
route to your destination.

NAVIGATION
POWERED BY TOMTOM
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DOOR-TO-DOOR NAVIGATION. The Mobile App
enables you to navigate end to end, from where
you parked your car to your destination.
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RESERVE
THOSE SEATS
They’re the best in the house: with
their monoform design and finished
in high quality Nappa leather with
soft 3D quilting, the seats in the
Nissan QASHQAI envelope you in
lasting, luxurious comfort.
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430L

BOOT SPACE

860L

WITH FOLDED SEATS

ROOM WITH A VIEW
Keep an open mind - There’s always space for more. Fold down
a rear seat or make a full flat floor for bulky gear, and use those
smart storage spaces to avoid clutter.
Nissan’s divide-andhide cargo system
with adjustable shelves
and dividers offers a
variety of configurations.
A bucket-type glove box
and phone-holder with
USB/12V power sockets
and a twin cup holder
come in very handy.
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RIGHT ON THE NOSE
In Drive, the display gives you both a
front and overhead view, so you know
just how far to pull up – without
going too far.

COMPLETE THE PICTURE

SPARE YOUR WHEELS

Located under your driver’s
side mirror, this camera helps
round out your virtual 360°
bird’s-eye view, whether
you’re in Drive or Reverse.

In Drive or Reverse, you can
push the camera button to
switch out the overhead for
a side view. A great help for
seeing how close you are to
the curb.

SEE MORE AROUND YOU

BACKGROUND SAVVY

A WHOLE NEW PERSPECTIVE
Parking and manoeuvring is a breeze when you’ve got an extra pair of eyes. The Nissan
Intelligent Around-View Monitor uses four cameras to give you a virtual bird’s-eye view
of your QASHQAI with selectable split-scene close-ups of the front, rear and kerbside to
give you an even better look. You’ll be sure to fit into your chosen spot and every move
you make will be simpler and more precise.
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In Reverse, the display helps you see
what’s directly behind you, while the
overhead view helps with smaller
objects that might be hidden below
your window.
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GET A HAND WHEN YOU WANT IT

RELAX, YOU’RE NOT ALONE
Nissan Intelligent Mobility is taking your driving experience to the next level.
It’s bringing you and your QASHQAI closer through Intelligent Driving technologies
that make you feel more confident and in control. It’s turning driving into a more
exhilarating experience and making the road a better place to be everyday.

INTELLIGENT PARK ASSIST WITH NEW REAR CROSS-TRAFFIC ALERT
Let QASHQAI take over steering duties in tight parking spots – and let Rear
Cross-Traffic Alert warn you of approaching traffic when you reverse.
PARALLEL PARKING

BAY PARKING

REAR CROSS TRAFFIC ALERT

MOVING OBJECT DETECTION
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ProPILOT, YOUR PARTNER FOR A
SMARTER, MORE CONFIDENT DRIVE
Ready, set… enjoy. With Nissan ProPILOT*, you can free yourself from driving stress while QASHQAI
takes care of the little things. Just check the road conditions, switch it on and make the most
of your journey. It turns your daily trip down the motorway into one of the best parts of the day.

HELPS KEEP YOU
CENTERED IN THE LANE
Monitors lane markings and
helps steer the car to keep
you centered in the lane.

KEEPS AND
ADJUSTS SPEED
Adjusts your car speed to
maintain safe distance
according to the flow of traffic.

EASES DRIVING
IN HEAVY TRAFFIC
Based on the traffic flow,
it can bring your QASHQAI
to a complete stop and then
bring it back up to speed when
traffic starts moving again.

* ProPILOT is available on a limited range of vehicles. ProPILOT is an Advanced Driver Assist technology but cannot
prevent collisions. ProPILOT is Intended for “Eyes on/ Hands On” for Motorways only (road separated by Barriers). It is the
driver’s responsibility to stay alert, drive safely and be able to take control of the vehicle at any time.
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GET A HAND WHEN YOU WANT IT

STEPS IN WHEN
YOU NEED IT
Nissan’s Intelligent Driving technologies are always on
the alert and ready to step in to keep you out of trouble.

INTELLIGENT LANE
INTERVENTION.
This technology gives you
a visual alert as well as
assistance through subtle
wheel braking to guide
you back into the lane
when drifting out without
indicating.

INTELLIGENT EMERGENCY
BRAKING WITH PEDESTRIAN
RECOGNITION. QASHQAI
looks out for you - and those
around you. If there are any
objects in your way, this
system will warn you. It will
even help you to reduce
speed if necessary.

INTELLIGENT AUTO HEADLIGHTS WITH
ADAPTIVE FRONT LIGHTING SYSTEM.
QASHQAI’s sleek headlamps intelligently light
your way by automatically turning on when it
gets dark or when you enter a tunnel or
underground car park – and automatically
turning off when you stop. AFS controls light
distribution to improve your visibility at night.
On a winding road, it will change the lighting
pattern to compensate for the curve and
at a crossroads, it will illuminate your chosen
direction – left or right.

*Features vary by grade
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SEE MORE AROUND YOU
TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION This
system keeps you up to date with
the latest speed limit by detecting
road signs as you go.

BLIND SPOT WARNING Boost your
vision: the system will warn you if
there are vehicles in the blind
spots diagonally behind the car.

IT SENSES MOVEMENT AND WARNS YOU
Nissan’s Intelligent Driving technologies use advanced radar technology to constantly monitor activity
going on around you, keeping tabs on the traffic and helping you handle any unexpected situations.
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DRIVE MORE LIKE A PRO

WIN CONFIDENCE,
OWN THE ROAD
So agile and responsive, so smooth to handle, so supple
and yet secure: the QASHQAI is a stimulating drive thanks
to Nissan’s Chassis Control technologies.

INTELLIGENT ENGINE BRAKE This technology
adds engine braking and reducing the burden
when cornering or braking. By minimizing the
frequency and effort normally required to
brake the vehicle, it makes your drive easier
and more comfortable.

INTELLIGENT 4X4. Off road or on road,
the QASHQAI’s 4x4 technology maximizes tyre
traction. Using a computer and sensors, the
intelligent system measures wheel slip and
instantly distributes torque of up to 50% to
the rear wheels.
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INTELLIGENT RIDE CONTROL.
Take the rough with the smooth.
This system applies subtle braking
to prevent disturbance when
encountering bumps and ensures
a comfortably smooth ride.
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DRIVE WITHOUT COMPROMISE

OPTIMIZE YOUR PERFORMANCE.
Feel more in control of your drive thanks to the technologically advanced
performance of the Qashqai new powertrain line up. Fully engineered to respect
the environment, it reduces running costs while delivering even more power and
torque for a smoother response, faster acceleration and quick, clean overtaking.

1.3L NEW PETROL ENGINE. Available in 140 or 160 HP,
our new engine is designed and engineered to boost
driving pleasure while improving energy efficiency to
meet rigorous new European norms.

For the engine performance data such as CO2 emission and fuel consumption please contact your local Nissan Dealer
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ELEGANCE PACK REFINE YOUR RIDE

CROSSOVER PACK ASSERT YOUR STYLE

Pack your QASHQAI with elegance and refinement. Start your accessory
selection with a set of stylish finishers for the front and rear. Then take it
all the way with black accents. Put your own signature on QASHQAI by
selecting a bi-colored alloy wheels, illuminated entry guards or welcome
lighting. Superb. Your QASHQAI reflects your signature.

ELEGANCE PACK
Rear bumper finisher, chrome
Available also in glossy black

Full trunk protection

Rear black accent
Available also in pearl white

19" WIND chrome
diamond cut dark grey

Child seat

There’s no style without substance. Give your QASHQAI an edge with
a pack of front and rear styling plates combined with 19" alloy wheels,
and get kitted out with handy accessories like a like sturdy kid’s table.

ELEGANCE PACK
Front bumper finisher, chrome
Available also in glossy black

19" bi-coloured black and white

CROSS OVER PACK
Front styling plate, silver
Available also in glossy black

Side step

Side bar illuminated
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19" IBISCUS glossy black
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CROSS OVER PACK
Rear styling plate, silver
Available also in glossy black

Black rubber mat, velour mats, luxury textile mats
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COLOURS

TRIMS
XE

VIVID BLUE - M - RCA

CHESTNUT BRONZE - M - CAN

PEARL WHITE - M - QAB

WHITE - S - 326

BLACK CLOTH

SV

SATIN SILVER - M - KY0

GREY - M - KAD

INK BLUE - M - RBN

NIGHT SHADE - M - GAB

MAGNETIC RED - M - NAJ

PEARLESCENT BLACK - M - Z11

FLAME RED - S - Z10

WHEELS

DIMENSIONS

BLACK CLOTH

SV PREMIUM

SV PREMIUM OPTION

BLACK CLOTH, MONOFORM STYLE SEATS

BLACK PART LEATHER, PART CLOTH,
MONOFORM STYLE SEATS

SVE

SVE OPTION

BLACK PREMIUM NAPPA LEATHER,
MONOFORM STYLE SEATS

PLUM PREMIUM NAPPA LEATHER,
MONOFORM STYLE SEATS

A: Wheelbase: 2646MM
B: Overall length: 4394MM
C: Overall width: 1806MM
D: Overall height: 1590MM

16" STEEL

17" ALLOY
D

A
B

18" ALLOY

19" ALLOY

C
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AT NISSAN,

WE FOCUS
ON QUALITY.

MASTERED THROUGH
EXPERIENCE.
At Nissan, we do everything with the customer in mind. Every
action and decision we make, is made with the utmost care,
precision and quality because ultimately, it's for you. From conception
to car construction, from testing to transparency, from customer
service to commitment. Quality is in every fine detail.

360° PROCESS
We build in quality from the outset, meticulously conceiving each
car to make them more comfortable and more durable through
innovative design, intelligent technology and thoughtful details
inspired by you.

SAFETY
We work with our intelligent driving systems to constantly look out for
you and help you avoid any mishaps for a bolder, more confident driving
experience day after day. Our Around View Monitor uses 4 cameras to
give you a virtual birds eye view of your car in its surroundings.

EXTREME RELIABILITY
We push our cars to the limit to guarantee their daily performance and
reliability. We travel millions of kilometres in pre-production tests, open
and close doors and bonnets thousands of times a day and even use
real volcanic dust from Japan to test window resistance.
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GRADES
XE

SV

SV PREMIUM

SVE

STANDARD

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
VS XE

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
VS SV

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
VS SV PREMIUM
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LED Signature Daytime Running
Lights
Chassis Control
Chrome glass surround
Remote entry key system
6 airbags + ABS + EBD + ESP
Tyre Pressure Monitoring System
Temporary Spare Tyre
Electric Parking Brake
5" Colour HD screen in
Combimeter
Cruise control w/ steering wheel
controls
Selectable Steering: normal/sport
D-Shaped Steering Wheel
w/ Height & Depth
Bluetooth
Audio CD,USB,AUX-in w/ steering
wheel controls + 4spkrs + DAB
Manual Air Conditioning
Body Coloured Elec Heated
mirrors w/ indicators
Body Coloured Bumpers & Door
Handles
Illuminated Glovebox, 6.1l centre
console,
Hill Start Assist
Idle Stop Start
LED Rear Fog Lamp
16" Steel Wheels

OPTIONS
SAFETY SHIELD:

∙

Safety Shield (Pedestrian Forward
Emergency Braking*) + Front and
Rear Parking Sensors + Auto
Dimming Rear View Mirror

* Intelligent Emergency Braking system applies
Hologram style front badge

∙
∙

Premium Leather Steering Wheel
and gear knob
Interior Illumination
Front Fog Lamps
6 Speakers
Dual zone Auto Air Conditioning
Driver lumber support
Rear armrest with cupholder
Luggage Board System
17" Alloy Wheels
Auto Headlamps
Rain sensing wipers
Auto Folding and Body Coloured
Door Mirrors
Panoramic Glass Roof
Roof Rails
New seat trim with feature
stitching
Feature stitching on centre
armrest
Piano black door finisher
New NissanConnect Touchscreen
Navigation and Entertainment
System with Android Auto,
Apple Carplay, Voice Recognition
Audio & Rear View Camera
Shark Fin Antenna
Privacy Glass

OPTIONS
SAFETY SHIELD:
(Same as XE plus High Beam Assist)

18" Alloy Wheels
I-Key + Engine start button
Safety Shield
New Monoform Style Seats
Around View Monitor
Hologram style front badge linked
to Intelligent Emergency Braking
Colour coded side grille in front
bumper

OPTIONS

∙
∙
∙

Bi-LED Headlamps with Adaptive
Front Lighting System
Black Semi-Leather Seat Trim with
Heated Front Seats and Electric
Driver Seat Adjustment
ProPILOT & Safety Shield Plus

19" Alloy Wheels
Bi-LED Headlamps with Adaptive
Front Lighting System

DRIVER ASSIST PACK (DAP)

∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙
∙

Safety Shield Plus (Blind Spot
Warning, Moving Object Detection
& Driver Attention Alert) +
Intelligent Park Assist
Black NAPPA premium leather
seats with 3D quilting design and
two person memory function
Electric front seats with
lumbar support
4 way power lumbar adjust
(drivers seat)
Silver finish mirror caps and
roof rails
Silver side grille in front bumper
Silver rear bumper finishers
PCV wrapped door grip with
stitching and matte chrome
Black headlining

SERVICE PLAN
Nissan Service Plan is the easiest way to give your Nissan QASHQAI the maintenance it
deserves while you save money in the long run. Nissan Service Plan provides a convenient
and easy solution, enabling you to spread the cost of your servicing needs by making low
monthly payments rather than having to pay the full amount all at once. Nissan Service Plan
also ensures that your Nissan QASHQAI is serviced in line with manufacturers recommendations/
specifications giving you peace of mind motoring. A well maintained vehicle offers Nissan
drivers safety, reliability and economy with a “FSH” (Full Service History) also protecting future
residual re-sale values. Nissan Service Plan customers can also rest assured that your vehicle
is maintained and serviced by qualified Nissan technicians using Genuine Nissan Parts.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Nissan 5 year Extended Warranty provides you with ongoing protection after the standard
warranty ends. Protect your QASHQAI for longer with our comprehensive Extended Warranty
cover to extend your cover to 5 years or 150,000kms whichever comes first. The Nissan
Extended Warranty covers the cost of repairing or replacing covered mechanical or electrical
components should they breakdown due to warrantable defect of material or workmanship
during the period of cover. If you sell your Nissan privately, you can transfer the cover to the
new owner adding value to your vehicle when your sell. Transfers are free.

OPTIONS

∙
∙
∙

Premium BOSE 8 speaker sound
system (deletes spare wheel)
Plum Colour Nappa Leather Seats
ProPILOT

AT NISSAN, YOU BRING OUT
THE BEST IN US.
You spark our imagination. You provoke our
ingenuity. You inspire us to change the rules
and innovate. And at Nissan, innovation is
not just about additions and extensions; it’s
about crossing the line to reinvent the status
quo. It ’s about developing unexpected
solutions to satisfy your wildest and most
pragmatic desires. At Nissan, we design cars,
accessories and services that break the
mould - making the practical exciting and
the exciting practical to offer you a more
exhilarating driving experience everyday.
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NISSAN QASHQAI
OFFERS YOU:
3-YEAR WARRANTY OR 100,000 KM
YEARLY OR 30,000 KM INTERVAL FOR
DIESEL ENGINES
YEARLY OR 20,000 KM INTERVAL FOR
PETROL ENGINES
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Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. At Nissan, we use new technologies
to transform cars from mere transportation. Together the journey is more
confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it is cars that share the task of driving
or highways that charge your EV as you go along, it’s all in the very near future.
And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

visit our website at: www.nissan.ie/vehicles/new-vehicles/new _ qashqai

Dealer stamp:

Follow Nissan QASHQAI on:

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (NOVEMBER 2018).
This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy
of continuously improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles
described and shown in this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please
check with your local Nissan dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes
used, the colours shown in this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All
rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.
This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – MY18 QASHQAI brochure 11/2018 – Printed in EU.
Created by DESIGNORY, France and produced by eg+ worldwide, France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35.
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